
 
 Conflict of Interest Policy 

 
The goal of this policy is to create a shared understanding of how THE INNERWORK CENTER Instructors can 
avoid conflicts of interest between the role as Instructor and other roles in which they function.  
 
THE INNERWORK CENTER  defines Self-dealing as the conduct of an Instructor that consists of taking 
advantage of his/her position as THE INNERWORK CENTER Instructor by acting in his/her own interests 
rather than acting in the best interests  of THE INNERWORK CENTER. Self-dealing is a form of conflict of 
interest. 
 
An example of self-dealing would be using your position as Instructor to secure future business for your own 
enterprise.  The same would apply to members of your family or business associates; that is, using your 
position with THE INNERWORK CENTER to achieve a financial or business advantage for your family 
member or business associate. THE INNERWORK CENTER expects that Instructors will not engage in 
self-dealing. 
 
THE INNERWORK CENTER understands that sometimes work flows from different sources.  When THE 
INNERWORK CENTER has a business development opportunity, it matches Instructors and facilitators with 
the opportunity based on experience and client fit.  Any client working with  THE INNERWORK CENTER 
remains with THE INNERWORK CENTER; THE INNERWORK CENTER should take the lead role in any 
discussions about future work with that client. Instructors  agree not to  “take” a THE INNERWORK CENTER 
client for themselves to perform services competitive with those of THE INNERWORK CENTER. We hope you 
will  include THE INNERWORK CENTER in your business development efforts when it is mutually beneficial. 
Nuances will certainly arise and THE INNERWORK CENTER expects to talk those through with Instructors to 
achieve mutual agreement. 
 
I hereby certify that I have read the above policy on the _____ day of __________________, 20____ regarding 
Conflicts of Interest and Self-Dealing. I agree to comply with the terms of this policy while I am serving as an 
Instructor for THE INNERWORK CENTER .  
 
I will avoid promoting my personal services, or those of my family members and business associates, to the 
THE INNERWORK CENTER community while I am serving as a THE INNERWORK CENTER Instructor.  If a 
participant approaches me and overtly asks about the services I provide, I agree not to engage in such 
discussions until completion of the course I am teaching and outside the THE INNERWORK CENTER  venue. 
 
Signature: ______________________________  
 


